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POST-GREECE 
 

Private Joe Burke, Royal Army Service Corps 
 

1 Leaving Greece (June 1941) 
 
With slight variations on the timing depending on availability of trains, the usual standard progression from 
Saloniki to Stalag XVIIIA Wolfsberg or XVIIID Marburg was pretty much like the following dated account 
(continuing Fred Carne’s detailed dairy record of the journey).  Joe would have experienced something 
very similar: 
 
 

THROUGH YUGOSLAVIA BY TRAIN 

 

25 JUNE Shocking night. Take it in turns to sleep but with doors closed it's hell.  Air is foul. Can't 

get water. Two petrol tins in truck, one for water the other for lavatory - throw it out of the window. Get 

soup very late at night. 

 

26 JUNE 3 boys escape out through window at night. Trucks dirty and lousy. Sweat pours out of us 

and lice crawling everywhere. They won't open the doors. Several boys have dysentery. The old tin is 

being used some. Stink is shocking. 

 

27 JUNE Get soup at Delgrave (sic  Belgrade) from Red Cross. First time we get out since the 

journey began. As the doors open the girls get shocked at the smell. Some of the men act worse than pigs 

when any bread gets thrown in the window. 

 

28 JUNE Jerry takes all our knives away as the boys cut holes in trucks to let in air. We are all 

filthy dirty, full of lice and dirt and smelling wicked.  Nearly mad with hunger and thirst.  Jerry wont 

listen to us. 

 

 

ARRIVE AT STALAG 18A, WOLFSBERG, AUSTRIA 

 

29 JUNE After a lot of buggering around we arrive at Wolfsberg, a real prison camp.  Can hardly 

walk.  Lots of stretcher cases.  Get a bit of bread and, what a thrill, a bit of jam.  Tastes like the best ever. 

 

30 JUNE This is a French camp but they are not allowed to mix with us as we are still dirty.  To see 

some of the boys it’s enough to break your heart.  Wounded as well as sick. 

 

1 JULY  Sleep in big tent.  Line up in 100’s to get deloused and a bath.  Feel quite a new man.  

Several boys die.  It’s a miracle how I’ve come through as good as I have. 

 

2 JULY  Get searched.  Have finger prints taken and all particulars taken.  Have disc No. 2137.  

Sleep in bunk with straw mattress.  It’s just like heaven.  If only we had one good meal. 

 

3 JULY  Had photo taken with No 2137 on the chest.  And an injection.  Food is far better than 

other camps but not half enough.  6 a.m. we get coffee and spoon of jam, dinner cabbage soup and bread, 

soup again at 4 p.m.  Still very weak and hungry. 

 

4 JULY  Wait for hours in the queue for food.  Thousands here but they are starting to go out on 

working parties, so Jeff and I are going to give it a go.  Put our names down and are going out soon. 
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Private Joseph Burke’s’ PoW Questionnaire, Page 1 of 3 
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Private Joseph Burke’s’ PoW Questionnaire, Page 2 of 3 
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Private Joseph Burke’s’ PoW Questionnaire, Page 3 of 3 
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2 First Stalag XVIIIA, Austria - or was it Stalag XVIIID, Yugoslavia? (July 1941) 
 
Archivist’s Note:  In Ref AC0002 Joe states “march to Yugoslavia - . . . - interned in Stalag XVIIIA”.   
Now - Stalag XVIIIA was at Wolfsberg on the Austrian side of the Austro-Yugoslav border.  Stalag XVIIID 
was on the Yugoslavian side at Marburg (now Maribor, Slovenia) and would be approached first if 
travelling northwards by train up through Yugoslavia.  Stalag XVIIID was also designated Frontstalag (or 
Reception Camp) 306 and as such a large proportion of Stalag XVIIIA residents-to-be  were initially 
processed and registered at Marburg before proceeding over the border to Wolfsberg. 
 
Further, in Joe’s post-liberation de-briefing PoW Questionnaire (Ref AC0029) he states that his first main 
camp was Stalag XVIIID at Marburg, Austria (sic) from July 1941-June 1942, followed by Stalag XVIIIA at 
Wolfsberg from June 1941 (sic)- April 1943. 
 
Until an opportunity to speak to Joe in person presents itself, the Archivist’s interpretation of the above 
confusing points is as follows: 
 

i) At the beginning of July 1941 Joe arrived at, was registered at (as PoW No. 5768) and was 
interred in Stalag XVIIID at Marburg, Yugoslavia - possibly believing that it was in Austria (only 10 
miles from the border). 

ii) For administrative and postal purposes this remained his official address until June 1942 
(although as we shall see below, he was actually engaged in ArbeitsKommando activities at 
Working Camps elsewhere). 

iii) In June 1942 (not 1941 as erroneously stated in Ref AC0029) he was administratively transferred 
to the control of the major area centre, Stalag XVIIIA at Wolfsberg, Austria, whist still in practise 
living and working elsewhere.  

iv) Prior to volunteering to move out to a Work Camp Lager, Joe appears to have found the first few 
months in Stalag a difficult time, but things began to improve after Red Cross food parcels began 
to make their initial sporadic way through the system.  [According to Sergeant Stan Prout, Royal 
Marines, at Stalag XVIIID the first parcels issue arrived at the end of July (1941), second issue at 
the end of September, then pretty regularly thereafter.] 

 
 
The following comments and observations were submitted by Joe to the Brotherhood of Greek Veterans 
Newsletter for January 2015.  The Archivist assumes that it is referring to his very early days at Stalag 
XVIIID and that “the hospital” presumably means at Stalag XVIIIA. 
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3 First ArbeitsKommando (August 1941 – June 1942) 
 
It would appear that Joe soon got his first ArbeitsKommando placement, primarily for farm work, with No. 
223/L at the village of Eisenzicken, 3 miles southeast of the town of Oberwart in eastern Austria, and 
within 10 miles of the Hungarian border.  Here follows the relevant section from Ian Brown’s excellent 
website titled “Stalag 18A”: 

Work Camp 223 L 
 

Location: Eisenzicken (near Oberwart in Burgenland, East Austria) 

Type of work: Farmwork 

Man of Confidence: Unknown 

Number of Men: 30 approx. 

Known to be present 

Forename Surname Rank Unit POW Comments 

R Ballentine Dvr RASC 8225 Also 522/L  

J Bassit         

R (P?) Bell  Spr RE 3003   

Stuart H. Blofeld Tpr RAC 5805   

Joseph P Burke  Dvr  RASC 5768   Billingham 

A.J. Clarke Pte 2/2 Fd. Pk. Coy. 5197   

A.M. Connell L/Cpl RE 5724 possible 

W Davis         

K.D Dennis Pte 2/2 Fd. Pk. Coy 5198   

J.R. Gardner Pte 2/4 Inf. Bn. 3002   

R Graham         

John Halley Pte 2/11 Inf. Bn. 7053 Also110/L  

Thomas Hawksworth Sgt R Marines 5879 Also Stal 383, Marlag 

Eric Hipkiss Dvr RASC 5723 Also 522/L  

J Hogg         

Mervyn P. Martin Pte 2NZEF 3001   

T.F. Morrissy  Pte 2/6 Inf. Bn. 5154   

Les P. Parfitt Sgt RA 6216   

D Patterson         

E.W. Pierce Pte 2/8 Inf. Bn. 5153   

Stan Prout Sgt R Marines   Also 522/L & Stalag 383 

L Radford   RAC     

J Revans         

Luke Robson       Also 522/L  

A.D. Thompson A/Sgt 2/6 Inf. Bn. 5152 Also Stalag 383 

K Watts         

J.F. Welsh Sgt RA 6215   

Frank Wright Pte 2/4 Inf. Bn. 2997   

A Nelson           
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Select group at 223/L Eisenzicken – Joe would have known these men 
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. . . and these 

 
 

223/L full complement 

 

From “Stalag 18A” here follows the personal account of Stan Prout, RM, recalling his introduction to 
Stalag XVIIID and his transfer into Work Party 223/L at Eisebzicken.  Joe’s experience would have been 
very similar. 
 
“This is a transcript of part of the diary of Sgt. Stan Prout, R.M., who was captured on Crete in 1941. 
Details kindly supplied by his son, Geoffrey. 

July 10th, 1941 Move to Marburg, Stalag XVIIID and have a thorough delousing, hot bath, the first for 
weeks, and an inoculation in my chest. I am now living in a long tent with 200 fellow POWs, sleeping on 
boards with but an overcoat I managed to cadge in Athens. 

July 12th The Stalag market was a very serious affair, chaps who were working out in town came 
back with half dozen apples, a piece of bread or other little tit-bits, and were instantly mobbed, then 
bartering began. How funny it seems now, when I think of unbuckling our dixies half a mile from Stalag, 
ready for soup (?). Oh that luscious smell as we passed that custard powder factory. 
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Stan Prout 

 
July 27th What a wonderful sight – a lorry, full of Red X parcels rolling thro’ the gate to be 
immediately served out, plus a letter form, what a relief to be able to write to our wives and families. 
Everywhere there are chaps sucking pencil ends and with puckered brows. What could we say? I 
remember asking Muriel to send me concentrated foods & toilet gear. Then on to the parcel and 50 Gold 
Flake. Everyone was happy and tons of smoke. I ate my chocolate straight away but after due 
consultation with Tom decided to go easy over the actual tin stuff. Oh that happy day, with chaps calling 
across to one another, “What did you get?”, “I’ve got this” and “I’ve got that”. We were all kids again in 
raptures of delight. 

Next morning we were issued with old clothing of many nationalities and were detailed off for work. 

 

“old clothing of many nationalities” 
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July 28th:  1600 hours. 200 of us left for farms (this we did not dare to believe at the time). We 
travelled in trucks & as we passed certain villages so different trucks were shunted off. 

July 30th:  At last our truck door was opened and the 30 of us were told to get out – this is 
Rotenturm station, and marched with much clattering of tins & dixies, etc to Eisenzicken, Burgenland – 14 
kilos from Hungary, where we were taken by the Burgermaster to an old converted cow-shed which was 
to serve as our sleeping quarters for many months. We learnt that we were now potential farmers. On 
sitting on the grass outside the lager, I remember how chuffy Tom & I felt and also him saying “Just think, 
Stan, these people going by, are now going home to a nice farmhouse tea”. Oh how wrong he was proven 
to be after. 

“Can any of you drive horses?” cries the Burgermaster. “Yes.” Came from a couple of chaps including 
Tom. I had been a POW long enough now to know that there is nothing a man can’t do if he tries, so up I 
piped as well, but even then, not too sure. 

1800 hours. We are lined up for the farmers to choose their slave.  . . .  Of course I must have looked a 
sight, dirty old clothes, dirty face, wanting a haircut and having a grand beard.  

On our return to the lager several chaps were sick through overloading (overeating) but I was OK and 
quickly set to shaving and delousing for we had more of these pests now, from the cattle truck. Then 
down we got on real straw mattresses & with 2 blankets too, 21 of us in a room 18 ft x 14 ft.  We slept on 
shelves, two on each side of the room. 

July 31st 05.30 the next morning, and in comes the guard, shouting “Gaymer, Auf-stehen, Arbeit” 
(Come on, get up & work) and away we go to our respective farms to start work at 6 o’clock. The meals 
and meal times were, 7 o’clock, coffee and dry bread, 10 o’clock, wine and dry bread, 12 o’clock, dinner, 
soup with some weird Austrian concoction, usually pretty vile, 4 o’clock dry bread & 9 o’clock, coffee and 
dry bread. I soon learnt to drop the bread into the coffee, thus making it more palatable. As the days went 
by, I had these times weighed off & used to get quite panicky if they were late & terribly hungry when 
missed. The first few weeks I was very weak, and looked just like a bag of bones but, on learning that I 
liked milk, the farmer’s wife gave me as much as I wanted & often some cream. 

Work – oh how we had to work and I staggered under loads that later I could laugh at. After 2 or 3 months 
I was quickly picking up the language and learning to plough, harrow, scythe & milk the cows, in fact 
everything on the farm and was soon being sent out to work by myself. I also taught the farmer’s wife how 
to make several English dishes. These Austrian peasants were not too clean, have dirty habits and their 
manners leave much to be desired, eating from a communal bowl with much finger use, slobbering, 
laughing at us when we demanded a plate & knife & fork but soon they were copying us. 

 

“Road Making!” 
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When farm-work was slack we were sent on the road that was being built by Hungarian Gypsies through 
the village. Farm-work 6 till 8, road 8 till 6, and then back to the farm till 9 o’clock. Many funny incidents 
happened on the road. Old Titz, the foreman, tearing his hair at our lack of interest and often in the cold 
weather we used to disappear into the farm kitchens for a warm. My wardrobe consisted at this time of my 
cut boots, 2 foot wrappers, a very thin cotton vest, battledress jacket, French cavalry breeches, Yugoslav 
overcoat and French cap.  

Words cannot describe my joy when, arriving back to the farm, I found a letter from Muriel.  I believe the 
Austrians were almost as happy as I was. The times every day, my thoughts turned to my wife & home. 

1st October: Our 2nd food parcel.  From then on they came through fairly regularly. 

12th October: The first fall of snow and from then on, the weather became bitterly cold. 

November . . . . found me with 15 boils & by Geez, they were painful. Around this time we ran out of large 
stones for the road and were sent to Eisenburg in Hungary for 6 weeks to quarry more. We now left the 
lager at 5.30 for the station – train to Eisenburg and work begins 8 o’clock till 3.30 then back to the farm till 
8, because we have now started winter times. It was about this time that I began feeling pretty fit, and also 
to get a full night’s sleep, because when I was weak I used to work all night as well. 

Xmas, 1941 

Thick snow everywhere, I have never seen so much before and intensely cold.  I had now risen from little 
over 10 stone to 13 stone 1½, and had a smashing potato stomach.  Xmas night I was gloriously drunk 
with good wine and forgot all my troubles for a little while – till it wore off a little then I was worse still. We 
had a few bright times on the sledges & skis. 

Spring ‘42 

Still working hard but absolutely homesick, convinced myself all along that war would end very very soon. 
Issued with English battledress & 1 shirt and received my first clothing parcel and put on a real pair of 
socks again. I can now speak German pretty well & help young Wilma with her homework. Wet weather 
gave us no escape from work, being sent into the woodshed to chop wood. Sundays I worked for half an 
hour, feeding the cattle. I was just getting settled when . . . I got a draft chit to Oberweart (see Para 4). 

Joe and others seem to have been transferred to ArbeitsKommando 522/L on the outskirts of Oberwart 
itself about the same time.  According to Stan Prout’s account, there appears to have been a fairly 
widespread interchange of PoWs between these two lagers. 
 
It does indeed seem to have been a “cushy number” because – although they worked very long hours 
during the week – they got Sundays off as rest days (mostly).  On top of which, they appear to have 
devised or negotiated for themselves a method of leaving and returning to the lager unescorted.  Things 
could have been a lot worse! 
 
Here follows Joe’s account of a Sunday off (or “A Trip to the Barber’s”): 
 

 

Australian barber at work in 
Stalag XVIIID, Marberg (Ref AC0015) 
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Joe’s own team photos from Eisenzicken is shown below (Ref AC0013): 
 
   Stan Prout      Joe Burke 

: 
 

Eisenzirchen 1941 
 
 
4 Second ArbeitsKommando (June? 1942 – April 1943) 
 
The following is extracted from Ian Brown’s “Stalag 18A”: 
(Note:  Joe does not appear on this roll call – possibly it was made just before he was transferred). 

Work Camp  522 L 
 

Location: Oberwart 

Type of work: Farmwork 

Man of Confidence: Unknown 

Number of Men: Approx 30 

Note Inset photo: 
Joe with future 
fellow-escapers 
‘Jack’ (J.J.Bisset) 
and ‘Doug’ 
(D.T.Pattison) 
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Known to be present 

Forename Surname Rank Unit POW Comments 

R Ballentine Dvr RASC 8225  Manchester; also 223/L  

Ernest Bearcroft Cfmn REME 6949 Middlesborough; (possible) 

Gilbert Bell Pte RAOC 5961  Gateshead; also 2018/L 

Joseph Black       Glos. UK 

Stuart H. Blofeld Tpr RAC 5805 Birmingham; also  223/L  

Jack Booth Dvr RASC 5593   

W.J. Brewer       Kent; (possible) 

Cyril  Brown         

James Henry Burnham Dvr RASC   Died 5.12.42 (possible) 

Patrick H Cairns Tpr RAC 5391 Stockton-on-Tees; (possible) 

J Clark       Glos; (possible) 

Herbert Collier Tpr RAC 5322 Oldham; (possible) 

Robert T Connors Sgt 2/2 Inf. Bn. 7109 Sydney, Austria; (possible) 

Fred ( ‘Jeep’) Coulter Bdsm RAC 5846  Lincolnshire; also 99/L  

R.E. Crisp Cpl RASC 7820 Aldershot (possible) 

George Dick Tpr RAC 5633 Northumberland 

Bob J Divehall Gnr   7220 New Zealand 

Andrew Falcolner Dvr RASC 5548 Peebles 

Ron Harvey Dvr RASC 6999 Middlesex; also 99/L  

Eric (‘Essen’) Hipkiss Dvr RASC 5723 Birmingham; also 223/L  

S (‘Pop’) Hibbard L/Bdr RA 5671 Sheffield  

Frank G. Howells Pte RAOC 5639   

William Johnson Gnr RA 5562 Worcester 

Thomas L (‘Taffy’) Jones Dvr RASC 5597 Glamorgan 

Thomas Kirkwood Tpr RAC 7835 Glasgow; (possible) 

Fred Laughton       West Hartlepool 

N.F. Leeds Cfmn REME 5668 Margate 

B McDonald       Epsom, UK 

A Merrills Spr RE 5659 Lincs. 

J Nichols Dvr RASC 3932 Waikato, NZ; (possible) 

Alec (‘Slim’) Pearson Pte RAOC 5967 Manchester 

Stan Prout Sgt R Marines   trans. Stal 383; also 223/L 

J.A. Radford Tpr RAC 5735 Notts; 3RTR; (possible) 

William Read Tpr   4041 New Zealand 

J Robertson       London; (possible) 

Luke Robson Dvr RASC 5831 Co Durham; also 223/L  

Robert Rowan Cfmn REME 7542 Belfast 

J.E. Selfridge Tpr RAC 5645 Fife; (possible) 

Edward G. Smith SQMS RASC 7819 London 

Joseph B Smith Marine RM   Kent; (possible) 

James Staley L/Cpl RASC   Died 19.12.43 

T Swinlock       Co. Durham; (possible) 

H. (Jumie) Te Rore Pte   4540 New Zealand 

A.D. Thompson A/Sgt 2/6 Inf. Bn. 5152 Australia; trans 383 

S.J. Williams   RASC   Portsmouth; (possible) 

Jack Carter Wilson       London; (possible) 

 
There must have been close connections between this Work Camp at Oberwart and 99/L at Bernstein, 
where (the website owner Ian Brown’s) father George was held. (Bernstein and Oberwart are only a few 
miles apart.) The two photo montages are in the same style as one in my possession brought back from 
Bernstein by my father. Fred Coulter and Frank Hardy also appear in photographs from Bernstein. Similar 
montages can be seen at 148/GW. 

http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/stanprout.html
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/wc223L.html
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Some of the men in this Work Camp were transferred from another nearby camp: 223/L at Eisenzicken, 
sometime in 1942. 
 

 

 
 

Christmas montage Large Group Christmas montage  

 

 

 

Alex ‘Slim’ Pearson  Gilbert Bell S ‘Pop’ Hibbard  

 

 

 

Group Merrills, Coulter, Leeds Group in snow 

 

 

 

Eric ‘Essen’ Hipkiss Christmas 1943 Thomas ‘Taffy’ Jones 

 

 
 

Frank Hardy? Unknown Unknown 

 

 

 

Unknown Read, Te Rore, Divehall Unknown 

 

 

 

Falconer & Johnson Large Group Ernie 

http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/watson/pow0003.JPG
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/watson/pow0002.JPG
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/watson/pow0004.JPG
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/watson/pow0007.JPG
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/watson/pow0005.JPG
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/watson/pow0008.JPG
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/watson/pow0014.JPG
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/watson/pow0006.JPG
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/watson/pow0015.JPG
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/watson/pow00029.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/watson/pow00025.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/watson/pow00030.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/watson/pow0022a.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/watson/pow0022b.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/watson/pow0022c.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/watson/pow0011.JPG
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/watson/pow0010.JPG
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/watson/pow0011a.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/watson/oberwart0004.JPG
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/coxpam/coxpam01a.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/watson/oberwart0005.JPG
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Joe Black? + unknown George Dick 2 unknowns 

 

 

 

Unknown A.D. Thompson? Unknown boxers 

 

 

 

James Staley Grave of James Staley Patrick Cairns 

 

  

 

Jack Carter Wilson   Jack Booth group 

 
Many thanks to Jack Booth, son of Jack Booth, Linda Watson, daughter of Gilbert Bell, Pamela Cox, 
daughter of Thomas Hawksworth, Graham Yee-King, whose wife’s grandfather was Taffy Jones,  and 
Vanessa Hicking, daughter of Sgt Ron Tudor (of Work Party 99/L) for the photographs and the 
information. (Ian Brown) 
 
 
At the risk of repetition, much of Stan’s account has been left intact if it is likely to be equally relevant to 
what Joe would have experienced.  Furthermore, Stan’s photographs have been retained because they 
include many individual fellow-Arbeiters who would almost certainly have been known to both Stan and 
Joe at one or other or both of these land work lagers.   

June 17th: Draft chit to Oberwarth. This was a bad blow having to leave Tom. We had been pals now 
right through all those hardships when first captured. If I had used some gumption & stood out against it, 
perhaps we should still be on the farm. 

Oberwarth (Lager 522/L), - & the same slave market, this time I was out of luck, getting a Hungarian 
farmer, Johann Raba by name, and a swine of a man too. His wife was an invalid and there was a 
daughter of 19 – to her I must give some credit, for she used to sneak food to me & let me milk the cows 
so that I could get out of some of the dirty work. I now had to get up at 5 o’clock & leave for the farm at 
5.15, arriving at 6. Finish at 9.15 and enter the lager at 10 o’clock at night, but we had all day Sunday off. 
Here I was not given the same food as the farmer, so refused to sit with them & had mine in the porch. 
Many times have I pinched eggs & if early in the day, eaten them raw. Once the son Giza came home on 
leave & work slackened for a few days – a decent chap. During the next few months I tried hard to return 
either to Eisenzicken or Marburg, but with no luck. I have just received my first cigarette and second 
clothing parcel. This Oberwarth has a population of 5000 a little different from Eisenzicken’s 350. There 
were 30 of us at this Kommando and lived in a disused barn, all in one room but in double bunks and had 
more room. 

http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/yeeking/yeeking01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/yeeking/yeeking02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/yeeking/yeeking03.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/yeeking/yeeking05.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/yeeking/yeeking04.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/watson/pow0017.JPG
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/yeeking/staley02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/yeeking/staley01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/vanessa/vanessa11.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/vanessa/vanessa08.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/booth/booth01.jpg
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Joe’s Ref AC0014: 

 
 
 

L-R Back Row   L-R Middle Row   L-R Front Row 
 

Tam Morrisey              Tom ‘Taffy’ Jones             Stan Prout  
              Eric Hipkiss               ‘Blondie’ Foulstone             John R Gardner 

            Joe Burke               ‘Jock’ Selfridge             Stanley Radford 
            ‘Wally’ Walton                         Ken Watts              ‘Jock’ Falconer 
            Alex Hutchison              Cyril Brown               Luke Robson 

              Harry Highcroft?              Bill Johnson               ‘Taffy’ Howels 
                            Albert Merrills              Eric Hiscox              ‘Gen’l’ Jack Booth 

            Norman F Leeds              Arthur Thompson             ‘Titch’ Swinlock 
            Baf? Miliband              Dick Ballantine              Jack Halley 

                 ??? Jackson                              Jack Bisset 
 

522/L at Oberwart, 1942 
 

Archivist’s Note:  The evidence shown above in Paras 3 & 4 indicate without doubt that Joe was in 
Work Party 223/L at Eisenzirchen in 1941-42 and 522/L at Oberwart 1942-43.  In his de-briefing 
questionnaire Ref AC0029, however, he refers to this combined period as being located at a Working 
Camp at “Furstenfeld”, 15 miles south of Oberwart.  Further, his straight line point-to-point escape route 
map in Ref AC0009 starts at Furstenfeld.  It is assumed that Furstenfeld was the major town in the area 
and that Joe used it as a more recognisable term for the general locality.  
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5 First Escape (April 1943) 
 
Joe’s brief notes in Ref AC0002 simply state “Escaped  to Hungary ( Free State)  - better life - wanted to 
get home.”   
 
Refs AC0032 & 0034 tell us a little more: 
“I made three attempts to escape, the first and second were made in the company of my two pals, PTE’s 
BISSET, J.J. S/143051 and PATTISON, D.T. S/?, both R.A.S.C.  The third attempt was on my own. 
 
The three of us escaped April 10th 1943 from a working camp (L/522) in Stienmach, Austria (Archivist’s 
Note: sic Steiermark in German, Styria in Austrian) by sawing through the bars of the window, the noise 
being smothered by the noise the rest of the boys were making.  Our food, clothing, maps and compass 
were hidden in the walls of the camp. 
 
We managed to get in to Hungary where we were picked up and imprisoned. . . . 
 
. . . Assistance was given to me only on our first break.   Two girls Maria Szabo and Hilda Szabo who 
lived at 176, Oberwart, Stienmach (sic) gave three of us clothing, maps, money and valuable information 
concerning the countries we were heading for.  They got railway tickets for the three of us to take us as far 
as the Hungarian border.  Unfortunately we missed the last train and had to go on foot.  Hiding through 
the day and walking through the night took us in to Hungary where we were picked up and not having 
proof of identity were roughly treated until settled down in Siklos.” 
 
 
Ref AC0017 adds more detail: 

 
 
Ref AC0017 also contains the minimalized Map 1.  Intriguingly this raises several confusing points: 
 

i) Map 1 (below) has the escape route starting at the town of Furstenfeld -  
(Joe actually escaped from Oberwart, in the district of Furstenfeld, 15 miles N of the town). 

 
ii) Joe’s diary (above) states “Sat 10th 1030 pm . . . headed E, then NE” - 

(Map 1 shows them heading SW). 
 

iii) Diary: “Sun 11th 6 am arrived at woods 2km Petersdore” (sic) - 
(Map 1 shows the Petersdorf near Feldbach).  
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Archivist’s Note:  Map 1’s Petersdorf is 20km SW of Furstenfeld and there is no railway line link 
between them.  Furthermore the direction is parallel to the Austrian border, not towards it.  BUT 
(see my Map 2) there is a Grosspetersdorf (with a railway station) just 5 miles SE of Oberwart 
(also with railway station) – directly down the line straight towards the Austrian border.  It, too, has 
a wood (Petersdorf Wald) close by between the railway and the border. 
 

iv) 15km SE across country (no railway) from Map 1’s Petersdorf is the small village of Borisdorf, just 
on the Austrian side of the border (shown as the crossing point).  (Archjivist’s Note:  Unfortunately 
this was the border with occupied Yugoslavia [now Slovenia] – not into the required “Free State” 
of Hungary.   However, Map 2 shows that only 4km SE from the middle of Petersdorf Wald is the 
village of BURG and the required border with Hungary.) 

 
 

 
 

Map 1:  Albert or Joe’s conceptual rudimentary point-to-point escape route map (Ref AC0017). 
Unfortunately the country handwritten “Hungary” is actually Slovenia (then part of Yugoslavia) 

 
 

Hungary 

Slovenia 
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Archivist’s Note: At the risk of incurring the wrath of Joe himself and/or Albert Charnley as well, it is the 
Archivist’s proposition that the AC0017 map (Map 1) is based on three mis-conceptions: the wrong 
starting point (Furstenfeld town not Oberwart in Furstenfeld district), the wrong direction (SW not SE) and 
the wrong intermediate point (Petersdorf not Grosspetersdorf).  A more plausible short, direct, easy to 
follow route is suggested (see Map 2 below) starting at Oberwart railway station and following the tracks 
via Grosspetersdorf and Petersdorf Wald woods, crossing the Austro-Hungarian border 2km beyond the 
quoted Burg railway station).  Note, however, that this route still leaves the conundrum that Joe’s diary 
states that they “travelled E then NE”.  Overall it must have been pretty much due SE all the way.  
 

 
 

   Map 2:  The most probable route (following the railway towards the border): 
   Oberwart – Grosspetersdorf – Petersdorf Wald - Burg – Hungary (20km total) 

 
Joe’s diary continues, describing his rail journey across Hungary with his escaper pals Jack and Doug into 
internment in the ancient southern town of Siklos (Ref AC0018A): 
 

 

Oberw 

HUNGARY  AUSTRIA 

Border 

Railway 

Petersdorf 

Wald 

Eisenzicken 

Burg 
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Siklos Castle today (Ref AC0018) 
 
 

Archivist’s Note:  Once again there is a straight line point-to-point map (shown below) but because 
the earlier Austria escape map ended in the wrong place – so this Hungarian route has to start in the 
same wrong place.  A more probable route is suggested, following the major railway lines radially into 
then out of the central hub of Budapest. 
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Map 3 is from Ref AC0018D (black route is Joe & Albert’s implied point-to-point concept; red route 
is Archivist’s more likely radial rail link suggestion via capital’s central rail hub) 

 
 

    
 

Ref AC0018B & C:  Celebratory photo – Joe free in Hungary with Jack (centre) and Doug (left) 

Szombathely 

Szigetvar 

Siklos 
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6 Second Escape (July 1943) 
 
In Ref AC0002 Joe briefly quotes “Escaped to Hungary (Free State) – better life – wanted to get home – 
another escape”.  So although no longer a Prisoner of War the relatively freer life of the Internee did not 
entirely satisfy his requirements, nor those of his friends and colleagues.  According to Ref AC0034, “the 
escape was very difficult owing to the number of guards and the position of our room at the top of the 
castle.  There were 18 British PoWs and about 40 Polish officers.  Us Britishers made the break.”    
 
AC0002 goes on to record that during the escape Joe “broke leg* – Military Hospital.  Our escape 
involved making our way through a part of the prison where National treasures were stored – a Museum.  
Officials from Budapest came to investigate if any damage – found none.  Graf Michael Andrassy – pro-
British – took us over – saving us a probable jail sentence.” 
 
In other words the honourable and generous Count Andrassy stood security for the group of British 
internee soldiers and would be escapers, and indeed befriended them and offered then the protection and 
hospitality of his minor aristocratic home (see Ref AC0019). 
 
Joe’s diary expands on their second escape attempt – and his downfall, literally*: 
 

 
*This incident recorded in fellow prisoner Dai Davies’s book “All for Freedom” 
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However, confinement in the Military Hospital in Pecs obviously did have one or two compensations – 
apart from the repair of his broken leg (see Ref AC0023 below): 
 
Ref AC0023: 
 

 
 
 

“This girl took a fancy to me when I was hospital bound” 
 
 

On his recovery after several weeks of treatment and recuperation Joe was transferred to join his errant 
team-mates in Szigetvar Castle, 50km NW of Siklos.  It would appear that at this time they were still being 
entertained by the good Count Andrassy and his family (see also Refs AC002 and 21). 
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Szegitvar Castle 

 
Ref AC0019: 

 

 
“Under the protection of Count Andrassy, Svegitvar” Christmas 1943 

 

                 Dai Davies       Joe Burke      Joe Beckett 
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Ref AC0020: 
 

 
 

January 1944 and Autumn 2002 at Szegitvar 
 

 
A letter from the RASC Record Office dated 31st January 1944 (Ref AC0024A) to Joe’s home confirms 
that he was officially transferred from Siklos to Szegitvar on 12th August 1943.  A further letter from the 
Red Cross and Order of St John dated 24th February 1944 (Ref AC0024B) confirms Joe’s insistence that 
in the “Free State” of Hungary he is classified an Internee and therefore a civilian, not a Prisoner of War, 
and should consequently be correctly addressed as Mister, not Private (see also Ref A0018B & C post-
card reference to “civies”.  
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Refs AC0021, 22 & 24 confirming Joe’s civilian status as an internee in Szegitvar Castle 
Jan & Feb 1944 
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7 Second Stalag & Third ArbeitsKommando (April – June 1944) 
 
Ref AC0002 states “Germany invaded Hungary when Russians were advancing.  Once again taken – 
working on railway near Vienna”. 
 
The German invasion and occupation of Hungary actually commenced on 19th March 1944.  In April, Joe 
and at least some of his colleagues were arrested and transported back into Austria.  Joe was initially 
assigned to Stalag XVIIA at Kaisersteinbruck about 35 km SE of Vienna.  By May he had been put to work 
on the railway (line and/or quarry) at Neuziedl am See, about 10km SE of Kaisersteinbruck, Working Party 
or Camp Number unknown. 
 

     
 

   Stalag XVIIA Kaisersteinbruck        Main Gate 
 

   
 

     PoWs at work in the quarry              Church Parade in the Camp 
 

    
 

Ref AC0021 - Letter-card home from Stalag XVIIA, Kaisersteinbruck, dated 1 June 1944 
stating “I expect to move inside a week” (I am sure he didn’t actually mean escape!) 
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However, during the chaos of a USAAF air raid on the railway, Joe took the opportunity to escape for the 
third time.  He was on the run for two or three days in bad weather and eventually stumbled into some 
border guards who captured him.  He gave then a false name and claimed that he had escaped from 
Stalag XVIIIA at Wolfsberg in the Karnten district of southern Austria.  Obligingly, that is where he was 
taken. 
 
8 Third Stalag & Fourth ArbeitsKommando (June 1944 – April 1945) 
 
Joe’s de-briefing questionnaire Ref AC0029 clearly states that from June 1944 to April 1945 his main 
and/or administrative camp was Stalag XVIIIA at Wolfsberg.  In December of 1944 a dreadful “friendly fire” 
accident occurred – it forms Ref AC0027 of Joe’s collection: 

 
Note that the extract shown to the right of the photograph of the demolished Hospital is a direct 

quote from Joe – but not from his de-briefing papers, going by Refs AC0029, 30 & 31 
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Ref AC0029 also states that Joe was employed at a Work Camp in the Villach area (a Military Dump, 
whatever that means) from November 1944 to April 1945.  The “Villach area” may be another case of Joe 
generalising the locality to a more recognisable major township.  Villach is 100km west of Wolfsberg and 
his Work Camp lager (10075/L) was situated at the small mountain village of Gundersheim, 60 km west of 
Villach. 
 

 
 

Confirmation of Joe receiving a “Wool Coat” in a parcel at Gundersheim on 5th August 1944 
(good timing with winter approaching in the Tyrol) 

 
 

9 Final Stalag & Liberation (May 1945) 
 
The Russian Army steadily encroached on the Austrian border from east and the American Army 
approached from Italy and across Austria from the west.  The end was nigh for the Wehrmacht and it 
showed.  The German authorities in southern Austria were ordered to send their Prisoners of War 
northwards and westwards with the probale intention of using them at least a bargaining ploy, at worst as 
a human shield, in the steep and narrow valleys leading to the vicinity of Adolf Hitler’s mountain-top refuge 
at Berchtesgaden, just over the Austro-German border.  Throughout April and early May literally 
thousands of PoWs were marched from Wolfsberg and many outlying Work Camps for 300 miles or more 
to the major holding camp at what was then called Markt Pongau (now St Johann im Pongau), namely 
Stalag XVIIIC (also known as Stalag 317), just 35 km south of Berchtesgaden.  (The Archivist’s father was 
one such). 
 
Joe was lucky in the sense that being in a Work Camp at Gundersheim at the time, well to the west of 
Wolfsberg, he only had to march about 120 km, probably arriving during the first week of May.  Due to the 
swift advance of the US Army, Stalag XVIIIC was liberated on May 8th.  It was all over at last.  Joe was 
issued with a temporary PoW Identity Card on 12th May and given a Company, Group and Truck number 
ready for transportation to Salzburg airfield and the flight home. 
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Joe’s PoW ID Card issued at Stalag XVIIIC , dated 12 May 1945 
(note that he has promoted himself to Corporal) 

 

 
 

The darker side of Stalag XVIIIC – Russian PoW cemetery – about 3500 died from 
malnourishment and forced labour (from the Archivist’s collection) 
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The following paragraphs are from the Archivist’s own work.  Joe and thousands like him would 
have experienced all the relief and euphoria just like this: 
 
2.2.14 Liberation of Stalag XVIII C, Markt Pongau 
 

Photographs Figs 2.39 a & b are actually of the liberation of Stalag 383 at Hohenfels 
(which is where Sam Brearley was).  They capture the moment of arrival of the first 
American Jeep - and the obvious delight of the inmates that their incarceration is over.  I 
have included them simply because they are a joy to behold and they let us all share in 
the relief and happiness that marks the real end of the war. 

   

Fig 2.39a & b:  The war has just ended for these very happy prisoners 

        

 

Fig 2.39c:  This says it all 
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Fig 2.39d:  Waiting to depart for the airlift home 

Fig 2.40a is courtesy of Frank Hardy, an ex-PoW. It was taken after the liberation of the camp at 
Markt Pongau in May 1945 and shows the PoWs being taken from the camp on their way to 
Salzburg and a flight to the UK. The next two pictures are courtesy of John Gregory and show the 
PoWs boarding Dakotas at Salzburg airfield. 

    
 
       Fig 2.40a:  Stalag XVIII C, Markt Pongau       Fig 2.40b:  Leaving Markt  
        after the German surrender      Pongau at last 
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Fig 2.41a:  Waiting at Salzburg airfield 
(Tom Donaldson 18 Bn, 2NZEF on right of three) 

 

Fig 2.41b:  Encamped at Salzburg (Tom Donaldson centre rear) 
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Fig 2.41c:  Leaving Salzburg at last 

 

 

Fig 2.41d:  Boarding a Dakota for the first leg home - this is a USAAF Dakota transport which 
probably took its passengers to northern France on their first leg home.  Dad said he came back in 

a Liberator bomber which may well have flown direct to southern England. 
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Fig 2.41e:  Dakota interior – no frills airline, but very welcome! 

 


